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RESUMEN: Las estrellas con líneas de emisión de tipos Of, WR y Be son 
analizadas como miembros de cúmulos abiertos de acuerdo a sus datos 
fotométricos. De una detallada discusión se encuentra que entre las 
estrellas más luminosas, los objetos de tipo Of son más comunes que 
las estrellas WR entre los miembros más brillantes de los cúmulos 
abiertos. Entre 10% y 30% de las estrellas WR son miembros de cúmulos 
abiertos. Los cúmulos con estrellas Of tienen sus estrellas brillantes 
más luminosas que los que poseen estrellas WR. Con respecto a las es
trellas Be, están fuera de la secuencia principal; los excesos de co
lor en E(B-V) del material circunestelar llegan a ser en casos extre
mos hasta de 0,3 magnitudes.

ABSTRACT: The emission-line Of-, WR- and Be-type stars as members of 
open clusters are analysed in particular related to their photometric 
data. It ís found that among the high-luminosity objects, the Of stars 
are the more common stars among the brightest members of open 
clusters. About 10% to 30 % of the WR stars ai'e members of open
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cluetere. Thoee cluetere with Of stare have much brighter apparent 
magnltude stars than thoee with WR-type etars. Concerning the Be 
stars, mostly are eituated away of the main sequence; their color 
exceeeee E(B-V) of the circumetellar envelope ie up to 0.3 magnitudes 
ln extreme caeee

1. Introduction

Most stare in galactic open cluetere have normal spectral 
typee according to the MK system, that ie memberehip stare have 
absorption Unes with no peculiar characteristics. However, in a few 
cases soné stare display eroieeion linee, suggeeting the presence of a 
circumstellar material around them.

We will refer here to theee kind of stare located in the 
upper part of the main sequence (MS): stars with macees greater than 
10Ho. On the other hand, there are aleo etars with emieeion-line 
spectra in the lower MS (lees than litio), which we will not discues in 
this review.

Stars with emission-line spectra in the upper MS ineludes: 
Of stare, Wolf-Rayet etars (WR) and Be stare. The firet two are hot 
and luminous objecte, and among the brightest membere in young open 
cluetere. A certain number of 0-type etars with emieeion only in the H 
Unes, at least Ha, but no eroiseion in N III or other linee, have been 
defined as Oe stare (Conti and Leeop, 1974). A few other 0-type stars 
have a P-Cygni profile in the emieeion linee, that is a shortward 
displaced absorption component and a more or lees undisplaced emission 
component (Walborn, 1973).

In next paragraphs we will discuss each type of stars 
related to the open cluetere where they are members. It is important 
to notice that the best method to derive Information of the 
characteristics of all thoee stare ie to study the relation to the 
cluster where each one is located.
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2. Of-type atara: characteriatica.

The high temperature 0-type atare are characterized by an 
optical absorption-type spectru® in which the linea of the hydrogen 
Balaer series, He I, He II and lona of C, NO and Si are viaible. But 
the 0-type atara have a eubaet called Of-type which have \4686 He II, 
and ueually accompanied by Ha emiaaion. The emiaaion i8 interpretad ae 
an indication of a preaence of a high velocity etellar wind. Walborn 
(1971) enployed theee emiaaion featuree ae a luminoeity diecrininator. 
Depending on the x4634-40 NIII emiaaion, the Of-atare are claaaified 
ae 0((f)), Q(f) and Of, whether x 4686 He II ia in absorption, filled 
in, or in emiaaion.

This claaaification of the Of-atare depende very much on the 
dispersión employed. Besides thia, Walborn (1972, 1973) in a series of 
papera defined another type of Of atare having other emiaaion linea as 
x 4057 NIV, and a 4989, 4116 Si IV. Aleo a few other 0-type atara with 
emiaaion in the Balmer linea are related to the Be atara (Conti and 
Leep, 1974).

In a catalogue of 765 0-type atare (Garmany, Conti and 
Chioei, 1982), only 74 atare are claaaified ae known very early type 
atara. However these numbers roay be changed with a more detailed 
apectroecopic research in fainter 0-type atare.

3. Of-type atara in open cluatera.

In a compilation of the Of-type in young open cluatera, 
Feinstein, Vázquez an Benvenuto (1986) analyzed the photometric and 
apectroecopic data for 54 Of-etars belonging to 21 open cluatera. It 
was found that all then are high-luminoeity objecta but alightly 
evolved from the ZAMS. Aleo, it appears that these objecta are quite 
common in young open cluatera, but more difficult to detect than the 
Wolf-Rayet atara.
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The UBV data «ive us the possibility to check the position 
of the Of-stars in the photometric diagrama. In this way they are 
plotted in the first diagram the observed (B-V) color versus the (U-B) 
color (Figure 1) for the Of stars. It becomes very clear that all them 
are in the same reddening line, which meane that they have nearly the 
sane intrinsic color indices (B-V)o and (U-B)o . These valúes are in a 
range between -0,30 and -0.33 for (B-V)o, and between -1.06 and -1.20 
for the (U-B)o. Therefore, the mean valúes for all Of stars result, 
<(B- V)o>=-0.32 ± 0.015 and <(U-B)o> = -1.155 ± 0.054. In Figure 2 the 
intrinsic color Index versus the magnitude absolute diagram is 
presented.

Filtre 1: The obaerted color iidicea (B-F) verana cluteri. The locitloi of tie ZABS atd the lidicated.
_ diairai for the Of ataadard reddealai lile for atara beloaflu early-type atara toare opeaalao
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(B-V)0

Filare 2: Tke ibiolite ?í afíc^raM* 0 dia|ral íor 0Í ,ttrl

In order to compare the location of the Of stars in the HR 
diairam to the theoretical modele for large maee stars, the effective 
temperature Teff and the bolometric correction BC were computad with 
the Schmidt-Raler's tablee (1982). In the paper of Felnstein et al. 
(1986) the log T«ff and Mboi for Of stars are Usted. These valúes are 
plotted in Figure 3, where the theoretical ZAMS according to Haeder 
(1984) is aleo drawn. Meader computed these models with modérate mase 
loss. The right border of the main sequence band suggested by Haeder 
is aleo indicated. The "wide,a of the main sequence depende very much 
of the initial mase of the stars, and becomes much wider for masses in 
the range 60 Ttlo to 120 .
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litare 3: Tke bolpietrie abaolute aaguitade feraua tbe offective teaperature diagrai for , tbe Of 8tara,lie locatloa oí the ¿AIS aad fie aaaaea of the atara oa It accordiog to Haeder (1984) are alao plotted.

Froro Figure 3 the roasses of the Of stars would correspond to 
valúes between 20 and 170 solar roasses, if they would be on the roain 
sequence. Mass loss eventually would reduce the stars roasses by an 
aroount of 20 to 30%.

The distribution of the Oí-stars in the HR diagrams suggests 
that they have already evolved from the ZAMS (Feinstein et al., 1986), 
and in all cases the open clusters having stars with Of 
characteristics should not. be eider thn 5.5 x 10*  yr.

It is expected that the nurober of Of-type stars would
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increaee in the future lf epectroecopic researeh in fainter and 
open cluBters having 0 stars will be more detailed claesified.

bluer

Appendix A
Of- type stars as members of open clusters

Cluster Ñame V B-V U-B S. Type
IC1805 15558 7.81 0.52 -0.56 05III(f)

15570 8.10 0.70 -0.40 04If*
15629 8.42 0.43 -0.62 05V((f) )

IC1848 17505 7.06 0.40 -0.64 06.5V((f))
17603 8.45 0.65 -0.42 07.5Ib(f)

IC2944 101131 7.16 0.05 -0.88 06V((f))
101190 7.32 0.06 -0.83 06V((f))
101205 6.48 0.07 -0.82 07IIIn((f ) )
101223 8.08 0.17 -0.72 08V((f))
101298 8.07 0.09 -0.82 06V((f))

NGC2244 46150 6.76 0.13 -0.82 05V((f))
46223 7.28 0.22 -0.77 04V((f))

NGC2264 47839 4.67 -0.25 -1.06 07V((f))
NGC2467 64568 9.39 0.11 -0.86 03V((f ))
CR228 93130 8.04 0.27 -0.71 06III(f)

93222 8.08 0.08 -0.84 07III((f ) )
93632 8.39 0.29 -0.73 04111(f )

TR14 93128 8.84 0.25 -0.74 03V(Cf))
93129AB 6.97 0.16 -0.78 031 f
93160 7.82 0.17 -0.77 0611I(f)
93161 7.82 0.21 -0.70 06.5V((f))-58°2620 9.40 0.17 -0.75 06.5V((f))

TR16 93250 7.37 0.16 -0.85 03V((f))
303308 8.17 0.12 -0.84 03V((f))~59°2600 8.61 0.21 -0.78 06V((f))-59°2603 8.77 0.14 -0.79 07V((f))
112 9.29 0.32 -0.72 04.5V((f ) )

TR18 97434 8.08 0.13 -0.82 07.5III(n )((f) )C1715-387 LSS4067 11.16 1.54 0.37 04f
6 11.64 1.54 0.35 05f

NGC6193 150135 6.89 0.17 -0.80 06.5V((f) )
150136 5.62 0.16 -0.79 05III:n(f)H0GG22 150958 7.29 0.32 -0.66 06.5Ia(n)f+NGC6231 151804 5.22 0.07 -0.84 08Iaf
152233 6.56 0.14 -0.80 06III:(f)p152248 6.16 0.12 -0.82 071b:(n)(f)p152408 5.77 0.14 -0.75 08:Iafpe
326331 7.71 0.14 -0.75 07.5IIIn((f))NGC6334 156738 9.36 0.90 -0.14 06.5III(f)319699 9.63 0.80 -0.24 05V((f))319702 10.16 0.93 -0.12 08III((f ) )319703A 10.71 1. 14 0.04 07.51II((f))
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Appendix A (cont.)

NGC6530 164794 5.97 0.03 -0.91 04V((f))NGC6604 167971 7.50 0.77 -0.38 08Ib(f )p168112 8.52 0.69 -0.40 05III(f)NGC6611 168075 8.76 0.45 -0.69 06V((f))168076A 8.20 0.46 -0.70 04V((f))-13 4927 9.53 0.84 -0.32 07Ib(f)NGC6823 186980 9.97 0.69 -0.42 07.5III((f))+23°3782 9.34 0.56 -0.52 07V((f))NGC6871 190429A 6.61 0.16 -0.80 041 f+190864 7.76 0.20 -0.78 06.5III(f)NGC6913 192639 7.11 0.35 -0.63 07Ib(f)193514 7.38 0.45 -0.51 07Ib(f)

4- WB Atare: characteristlcs.

The Wolf-Rayet epectra are dominated by atroné and bread 
emiseion linee. Theee emiseion linee eorreepond to ione of He, N, C 
and 0, on a continuoue spectra. They are claesified in two groups 
according to the linee which appeared in the spectra: a) the WN stare 
in which the emiesion linee of ione of He and N dominated, and b) the 
WC atare in which ione of He, C and 0 are seen. Absorption linee are 
generally not visible in both types, with the exception of very few WN 
etare. Both clasees, WN and WC, seem to differ in compoeition from one 
another, the WN have more N and the WC more C and 0, than the other 
clase. Aleo, theee groupe can be ordered in sequences with numerical 
eubtypee, but there ie no evidence that theee sequences eorreepond to 
a monotonic change in any physical parameter, like Teff or log g (eee 
Abbott and Conti, 1987).

From the strong emiesion linee it is expected that theee 
etare have eignificant mase loes, which euggeete that there are in a 
poet main sequence etate of evolution, perhaps evolving from a massive 
star.
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5. WR stars in open clusters

An analysis of the WR stars in open clusters and 
aseociations was presented by Lundstrom and Stenholm (LS) (1984), who 
concluded that 10% to 30% of the galactic WR are probably membere of 
open clusters and a larger number are members of OB associations. 
About 157 WR are elassified in our Galaxy (van den Hucht et. al., 
1988). Their membership to open clusters are not. always olear due to 
the fact that their magnitudes and colore are very much altered by the 
influence of the strong emission linee, which introduce difficultiee 
in locating them in the color-magnitude diagram. A narrow-band 
photometric eyetem, defined epecially for theee atare, hae been 
started to apply by Smith (1968), and later by other authore. With 
this method it ie poesible to derive their intrinsic parametere.

LS listed 15 WR stars as members or probably membere of open 
clueters, but this number increased to about 21 WR in a more recent 
paper of van den Hucht et al. (1988). However, there are a few more 
which would be dubious members of open clusters.

Comparing in Figure 4 the open clueters having Of stars with 
those with WR stars, those clusters with Of stars have much brighter 
apparent magnitude stars than clusters with WR stars. Therefore, it 
becomes evident that the young open clueters with WR stars, but 
without Of objects have more interstellar abeorption than those having 
both type of stars, or only Of objects. This could be explained by a 
selection effect due to the difficulty of detecting Of stars in faint 
or more distant clusters. It appears obvious that stars with WR 
characteristics are easier to found, as their emission lines are 
stronger and wider than the weak emission lines of the Of stars. 
Furthermore, our resulte suggest that Of stars might be more numerous 
than WR objects. It may be possible than clusters showing only WR 
objects might have also Of stars as members, but they would be not 
easy to discover.
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fifure 4: a) Histocrai oí the appareat ^visual lafoitude oí the briíhtest star oí opea clusters vith Oí. b) fie sim for opea clisters vi ti Hl atan. Cross-hatched bars iadicate clusters haviap Oí aad IR stars.
In a composite color-roagnitude diagram with the brighte6t 

atara of very young open clusters it appeara obviously a larger 
percentaje of Of atare in coroparison to WR stars (Figure 4).

The procese which origínate the WR stars has been the 
subject of many papera. To mention the more recent one, van den Hucht 
et al. (1988) indicated that in general the WR atara descend from 
0-type atare with initial masses TU > 25 1Uo, but for the WC stars the 
progenitors have masses greater, that ie m> 35 mo. These resulta 
were confirmed by Vázquez and Feinatein (1989), who found that late WN 
and late WC stars have initial masses greater than 50 1tio, while the 
early WN objecta preferentially result from lesa roassive stars. In 
conclusión, the WR phase would be one stage of evolution for atare 
more massive than 40-50 1U o, being the Of-objects a possible 
tranaition phase.
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Filare 5: The absoluta Bacaltudes oí Qf and NR atara beloifiag to opeo cluitera vitb botl typea oí ¿Recta. Tíe letter 0 la ¡ot iacluded f or tíe Oí atara.

6. Be-type atare: characteristics.

The Be-type atara are defined as "non-eupergiants atare of 
apectral type B which display at some times hydrogen linee in
emission" (Collins, 1987). The Balmer line Ha is the strongest 
emieeion line, but in the cases when this line is very strong, also 
are seen in emiseion the HÍ3 and Ht linee. Theee stare display 
eometimee irregular variations in the etructure of the line profiles 
ae much as in the intensity of the emieeion, which eometimee
dieappears. Theee photometrie variations are displayed in ehort and
long time acales, All theee phenomena can be 1 nterpret.ed t»y changes ln
the continuum energy distribution of its circumstellar envelope. The 
presence of this material around the star can be explained by either 
one or both of the following causee: a) evolutionary effects of stare 
being in the core-contraction stage of the evolutionary phase 
following the hydrogen exhaustion of the core, b) stare which rotates 
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very rapid, near the critical velocity at which centrifugal forcé 
balances gravitational attraction. The measurement of rotation 
velocitiee in Be stars confirme that many are rotating very fast.

The survey of the field Be stars indicates a greater máximum 
distribution at spectral type B2 (Jaschek et al., 1983), and another 
smaller one at about spectral type B7-8. Some emission-line 0- and 
A-type stars are assumed to be associated to this group of stars.

7. Be-type stars in open clusters.

A list of 121 Be-type stars belonging to 50 open clusters 
has been compiled (Appendix C). All they have photometric UBV data and 
spectral types in the MK system. In this list are only included stars 
which were classified as being on the main sequence or very near it 
according to the definition of Be stars.

The distance roodulus and the mean color excess for each 
cluster where the Be stars are assumed to be members allow us to 
obtain the absolute magnitude and the intrinsic color indices of each 
Be star.

Appendix B
Wr :tars in open clusters

C luster N ane Classi f icat i on

Cr 121 HD 508S6 WC6
Ru 4 4 HD 65865 WN4.5 + 0B
Cr 173 H2 08272 WC8 + 091
Eo 7 CD-454482 WN7
Po 10 HD 32809 WC6
Cr 728 HD 3 3 131 WN'7* a
T r i 6 H D 3 3 1 6 2 W N 7 ♦ a
N IC 3603 HD 97350 WN6+05
Kagg 15 HDE 311884 WN6+Q5V
C1303/10-624 G 2 7 5 i. ?. S 4 4 WC8
Pi 20 LS3 3229 WN6
NGC 6231 HD 151332 WN7

HD 152270 WC7+Q5-8
C1715-387 LS5 4065 WN7

LSS 4064 WN7
P i 24 HD 15 7 5 C 4 WC7+07-9
Tr 27 LSS 4261 WN7+WC7

1C5 WC9
Bo 14 Ve2-45 WC9
Do 33 V y 1 - 3 WN7
NGC 8871 HD 190918 WN4.5 + 08.5Ir:
Be 86 HD 193576 WN5+06
Ee 87 St 3 W02
Ma 50 HD 219460 WN4.5+B 11 I I
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Appendix C
Be atare with UBV data as nenbers of open clusters

Cluster Star B-V U-B Spec.Type Renarks

NGC 457

NGC 581

NGC 663 
NGC 869 
(h Persei 
NGC 884 
(chi Per)

NGC 957

13
126
153

236689
87

178
76

141
309
566
1702
2088
14422
2165
2234

4

11.29
9.63
9.49
9.47
11.35
10.04
11.48
10.65
9.62
9.62 
9.30 
9.45 
9.03
9.66
9.66 
9.86

0.28
0.36

26
29
26

0.19 
0.22 
0.65 
0.32 
0.19 
0.46 
0.32 
0.50 
0.40 
0.40 
0.58

•0.49
■0.54
■0.55
0.43
-0.39
•0.58
-0.30
■0.34
■0.70
•0.66
•0.56
■0.65

B6 Ve 
B0 IVe 
B1.5 Vpe 
B3 V

B0 Vne 
B1 lile 
B1 Vpe 
B1.5 lile 
B1.5 Vne

65 B1 Vpe 
62 B1 Vne 
59 B1 Vne 
32 B1 V

-57^248
-57°243
-57:240

56?484
56?493
56?548
56756356?565
56?566
567*573
567657

7 11.13 0.66 -0.38 B3 V
11 11.99 0.54 -0.28

TR 2 18080 9.36 0.28 -0.06 B7 V
NGC 1893 43 11.53 0.14 -0.68
Alfa Per 21551 5.83 -0.03 -0.33 B7 V no en. HR1051

22192 4.23 -0.06 -0.58 BS Ille-shell
25940 4.04 -0.02 -0.58 B4 Ve MX Per

Pleiades 23302 3.71 -0.11 -0.41 B6 lile 17 Tau
23480 4.18 -0.06 -0.43 B6 IVe 23 Tau
23630 2.87 -0.09 -0.34 B7 lile Eta Tau
23032 5.09 -Ü.00 -0.28 B8(V)e-shell Pleione BU Tau

NGC 1960 3471113 9.23 0.05 -0.69 B2 (ITI)e
(M36 ) 245483 8.63 0.02 -0.73 B2 (III)e 33?1103

NGC 2244 33 11.95 0.34 -0.25 B6 Vne
CR 121 48917 5.29 -0.13 -0.92 B2 Ve around ?T CMa

58978 5.64 -0.12 -1.05 BO IVpe around FY CMa
NGC 2421 LSS579 11.48 0.24 -0.40 B7:

SS141 10.91 0,31 -0.32
SS142 12.24 0.26 -0.36

NGC 2422 60855 5.68 -0.13 -0.74 B2 IV:e
NGC 2439 6 10.48 0.21 -0.61

69 11.29 0.21 -0.27
81. 11.30 0.16 -0.58

NGC 2451 61925 5.99 -0.04 -0.45 B5 Illne
NGC 2453 40 12.89 0.38 -0.38 B5 (V)eRU 44 LS885 10.98: 0.34: -0.62 BO Ve far fr. nucí. -2175154
NGC 2516 86194 5.76 -0.09 -0.80 B2 Vne

65663 6.77 0.00 -0.27 B7 V Cox A
60.960 9.01 0.02 -0.09 (B9p ) COX 41

NGC 3105 7 13.25 0.99 G .42 B2:e
IC 2581 302040 9.60 0.20 -C.62 BG.5 Ve No.4

302042 9.90 0.27 -0.70 B1 Ve No.7
90187 8.81:: 0.25 -0.75 : B1 Une LSS 1524

NGC 3293 303075 9.90 0.13 -0.82 B1 IVne backgr,.? -5773490
32 12.87 0.20 -0.16 B8 Ve

Tr 15 93190 8.58 0.33 -0.62 BO:IV:pe
Cr 228 305515 10.35 0.09 -0.59 B1.5 V sn Fe 44

305533 10.32 0.13 -0.51 BO.5:Vnn+shell Fe 7
Tr 16 5 10.83 0.24 -0.67 B2:Vn +weak Shell ?
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NGC 3766 100056 8.58 0.01 -0.S1 B2 IVp(c
-60.3157 8.56 0.07 -0.63 B2 III
-60.3125 9.06 -0.07 -0.60 B2 IVne
-60.3129 8.46 -0.04 -0.64 B2 rv-v L.SS 2400
-60 3149 10.33 0.03 0.50 84 Vne
-60.3126 9.26 0.01 -0.61 B1.5 Vn
-60.3122 10.00 0.04 -0.21 Be npe shell

306797 9.58 0.00 -0.58 B5
306798 9.45 -0.01 -0.62 B2 V

IC 2944 308619 10.08 0.14 -0.22 B9 p(e)
STCCK 14 101794 8.67 0.04 -0.76 B0.5 IVne
NGC 4103 -60.3743 9.19 0.21 -0.7Q BG: e snall beta
NGC 4463 106719 8.41 0.21 -0.63 B III e?
NGC 4755 -59.4531 10.32 0.13 -0.56 Bnn

-59.4540 9.58 0.22 -0.59
-59.4546 9.73 0.22 -0.72 B2 IVne
-59.4553 9.72 Q.20 -0.63 B 1 . 5 pne
-59.4558 10.04 0.13 -061 B1 V
-59.4559 9.38 0.22 -0.65 32 IVne
i: -24 10.31 0.16 -0.62 80 V BV Cru

NGC 5168 -60.4735 10.36 0.13 -0.40 B III e?
NGC 5281 119682 7.98 G.13 -0.88 e?
NGC 6025 143448 7.30 -0.05 -0.76 B3 IVe -60°5248

NGC SCe7 14 9.70 0.09 -0.26 B0 Ve snall beta -57 7791
NGC 5157 330950 3.49 0.51 -0.51 B 1 Ve
NGC S231 326327 9.74 0.27 -0.60 B1.5 IVe-shel1
NGC 6283 317861 9.33 0 24 -0.40 B e:Vn e

24 11 35 ij 18 TJ 25 R8 VNe
NGC 6530 152 ; iJ. 3 l 0. 1 1 ) .59 83 Ve
(M 3) 315032 9 . 13 0.U4 -0.75 82 Vne 161

515023 10.08 0.15 -0.64 B2.5 Ve W55
-24° 13829 9.03 ü. 10 -0.71 31.5 Vne 176
-24° 13830 9.86 0.18 -0.65 B2 Ve 180

184 9.66 0.07 -0.66 B'l Ve
W61 10.29 0.12 -Ü.61 B2 Ve

164906 7.42 0.16 -0.76 BG IV pne 193
-24J13031 10 . 14 0.11 -0.65 B2 Vpe 192

137 10.45 0.15 -0.61 B2 Ve
202 10.69 0.10 -0.56 52.5 Ve

315024 9.56 0.06 -0.73 92.5 Ve 204
-24^13837 9.39 0.07 -0.72 B1 Ve W80

210 10.49 0.13 -0.61 82.5 Vne
-24° 1384 0 9.75 0.16 -0.58 82 Vne 215
-24° 13844 10.81 0.09 -0.52 B2.5 Vne 230

164947 3.88 0.06 -0.56 B2 IVe W 100
315095 10.81 0.25 -0.45 B2.5 Ve 256

NGC 6611 210 11.41 0.49 -0.58 B1.5 V(e>
-13?4928 9.94 0.60 -0.50 B0.5 Vne 280

351 11.30 0.46 -0.56 B 1 Vne
503 9.03 0.50 -0.72 BOe

1C 4725 -19°6889 10.16 0.43 -0.18 87 Vne 44
NGC 6709 10 10.88 0.19 -0.08 B9: V(e)
NGC 6323 8 11.84 0.75 -0.29 BO V:pe

E4 10.42 0.78 -0.30 BO IVe
NGC 6830 34510.5 10.44 0.38 -0.15 B6 IVe
NGC 6671 227611 3.82 0.35 -0.70 BOpe 35°3950

TP 37 233712 8.56 0.44 -0.35 B3 Vnpe 57ü2354
57°2358 10.13 0.33 -0.33 B3 Vnnpe
206773 6.79 0.22 -0.84 BO Vnnpe 57°2374

5712276 9.74 '3.30 -0.38 B2.5 Vpp.r.e
233753 9.50 0.24 -0.57 B2 IV:nnep 58?2320

NGC 7160 208392 7.04 0.26 -0.56 B1 IV EH Cep
NGC 7360 4 10.19 0.40 -0.12 B6 Vne 57:2615
NGC 7654 778 11.90 0.56 -0.02 Be

930 11.57 0.51 -0.11 Be
989 11.85 0.41 -0.06
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Then, in the observed color color diagram (Figure 6) are 
plotted all the Be stars (Feinstein, 1987), which shows clearly t.hat 
with a few exceptlons all are located away of the main sequence. On 
the other hand, in the intrinsic color-color diagram (Figure 7), many 
stars are situated to the right of the main sequence suggesting an 
additional reddenlng besides t.hat of the cluster in which it is 
member. In an intrinsic color (B-V)o versus absolute magnitude Mv 
diagram (Figure 8), most of the stars are aleo to the right of the 
main sequence band. However, a few are to the left. which may be due to 
various facts: a) errors in the measureroente due to the contamination 
from a bright. nébula in the field of the star, or b) wrong corrections 
of the color Índices or perhaps, c) very blue open clusters with stars 
having abnormal intrinsic colore.

Figure 8: The obserred tro-color Indices dlsgrai (or the Be stsrs Id opee clusters.
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Fifure 7: The lntrinslc Uro-color Indices diagraa for the Be stars ln open clusters usiiif ?aloes derived froa the claster data.
The additional color excesses for the stars to the right of 

the main sequence are assumed to be due to their circumstellar 
envelopes. Soné of the more luminous stars are in the range up to 0.3 
magnitudes farther in (B-V)o from the main sequence. It seems that the 
higher the absolute magnitude, the larger is the possible range in the 
color excess ECB-V) due to the circumstellar material. The same 
conclusión becomes evident in the (U-B)o versus Mv diagram (Figure 9).
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to opeo ciaste». The ZAISFilare 8: The iatritsic color-absolute taggitude diagrai of Be atare belongingof SchBidt-Ialer (lío?) la alao íncluded.

Filtre I: The l.trl.elc to opee chetere. The
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In Figure 10 is plotted the histogram of the nunber cf Be 
stara in open eluetere aceording to the age of the clueter where theee 
etare are located. The ages Usted by Lyngá (1985) were eroployed. It 
ie found that a máximum dietribution correeponds to agee about log t = 
7.4, that le t = 2,5 x 107 yeare oíd, but eluetere from 10» to 10» 
yeare oíd have Be atare. The particular caee of the young open clueter 
NGC 6530 with the largeet number or bright Be atara ie aleo indícated 
in the same figure.

Filare 18: The auaber oí Be stars la open cluetere aceording to the age of the clueter (Inga, 1885).
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8. Conclusión

From the above analysie of the Of, WF and Be atare, all they 
appear to be related with eome etate of the etare during theír 
evolution away fren the maín eequenee.

In Figure 11 are plotted all the bright etare which are 
members of open cluetere, and with abeolute magnitudes Mv < -5.5. The 
O-type etare are plotted by a nurober which givee the eub clase 
correeponding to the O-type. In the same figure the WF etare are 
underlined, and the Of-etare are incide a equare. A few Be-type etare 
are encircled. The loeation of the ZAMS (Vázquez, 1989) ie aleo drawn.

All the 0, the WF and Of etare have intrineic color Índices 
emaller than (B-V)o = -0.3, Mostly of the very bright etare, Mv < -6.5 
are of Of-type. Coneequently, the Of etare would be the more common 
objecte among the very bright etare. Aleo it. becomee clear that theee 
objecte are nearby the ZAMS, indlcating that they are the result of 
eome proceeeee produced after the etare leave the main eequenee, or 
perhape coming back from the red stage. The loeation of the WF etare 
ie more difficult tho explain as the intrineic UBV colore and magni
tud es are affected by the etrong emieeion linee.

In conclusión, the Of- and WR-types are epectral 
claeeifications aesígned to very hot and luminous etare with emieeion 
linee, but in different evolutionary States. On the other hand, the 
Be-type corresponde to lees luminous etare with emaller temperaturee. 
It would be interesting to know if theee t.ypes of emieeion-line etare 
are whether different aspeóte of the same phenomenon or different kind 
of conditions in the etare themselves.

Appendix A liettes all the Of etare which are aesumed to be 
members of open cluetere at the time this paper oe written (February 
1990). The WF etare are included in Appendix B and the Be etare in 
Appendix C.
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filare 11: The iatriasic color-abiolute íagaitude diagrai for ¿tari lo open clusters brijhter thai 1? =>5.5 and «ith II ¿pedral type¿. The 0-type ¿tars ha?e oot Included the letter 0. for Of ¿tari the¿pedral type la ¿hova lithia a ¿asare; tbe HE ¿tars are UDderliaed and fie ¿tare are eacircled. fie lAISfro» Tasques (1989) 1¿ al¿o dram.
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